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You are here: Using the Family and Student Portals > Aspen for Students and Families > Viewing Academic Information > Class
Assignments

View Assignments

To view the grades on specific assignments in a class:

1. Click the Academics tab.
2. Select the checkbox for the course you want to view assignments in.
3. Click the Assignments side-tab. The assignments page appears:

4. Click the Category drop-down to select:

All to view all assignments
A category to see only that type of assignment (for example, click Tests to view only test grades).

5. Click the Grade Term drop-down to select:

All to view assignments from all terms
A term to see only assignments from that term.

The list displays the name, date assigned, date due, weight, and score for each assignment.

The Score column lists your assignment score both as a fraction of the total possible points and as a
percentage (shown graphically as a bar). .

The actual grade the teacher entered for that assignment, whether numerical or letter-based, appears
in parentheses to the right of the fraction:

"Excluded from averages" appears if a teacher blocked an assignment's score from students'
averages. "Missing" appears if an online assignment was not submitted on time.
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Note: If the teacher allowed students to review a graded online quiz,  appears next to the score.
Click  to see the results of your graded quiz.

Any special codes the teacher associated with an assignment also appear in the Score column, such
as the following:

Special code Description

Exempt
Aspen will not count this
assignment when
calculating the student's
average.

Calculate as zero
Aspen counts this
assignment as a zero
when calculating the
student's average.

Calculate as full point
value

Aspen includes this
assignment's total points
when calculating the
student's average.

Calculate as missing Assignment was not
submitted.

Any remarks the teacher entered for the score appear in the “Assignment feedback” column.

If the teacher included or student posted a file, it appears in the "Resources Provided by the Teacher"
or "Resources Submitted by the Student" fields. Click the file name to view, open, or save the file.

Note: To submit an assignment online, see Submit Assignments Online.

6. To view more details, click the assignment name.
7. After you finish looking at the details, click Cancel to return to the list of assignments, or click any other

side-tab or tab.

Note: When you see the record navigation bar  on a page, click the
buttons to move to the first record in a list, the previous record, search for a record by name, move to
the next record, or the last record.
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